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IRTRODOCTIQH 

Since the original work on tho detection of nuclear magnetic 

resonance in bulk matter, ,t_ many improvements in technique and method 

have been introduced by various workera.3"? These new techniques have 

made possible the determination of gyromagnetlo ratios of a large number 

of nuclei. Moreover, these techniques have found wide applications in 

the study of spin-lattice interactions and, for this reason, aro also of 

interest. 

The possibility of utilising this phenomenon in the stabilisa¬ 

tion of magnetic fields and the accurate determination of field strength 

has been suggested in the literature,8 Hopkins, Pound, and Knight have 

described simple instruments employing the absorption method to determine 

the field strength over a wide range,9“*° while Packard has used the 

induction method for the automatic stabilization of magnetic fields at 

certain fixed field strengths,** 

* Purcell, Torrey, and Pound, Phys. Rev, 59, 37 {19)46} 
2 Bloch, Hansen, and Packard, ffsys.'Rev. 6% 127 (I9k&) 
3 R. V, Pound, Phys, Rev, 72, W (*$4?) 
b Bloeabergea, 'Puroeii', and Pound, Phyo, Rev. 72, 679 (192*7) 
3 A* Roberts, Rev, Sol, Xn3t. 18, 61*5 X^SblT 
6 J* R. Zimmeman andYffl'lteis, Phys. Rev* 73* 9b (19^6) 
7 H. C. Torrey, Phys. Rev, 76, 1059 (*9fe) 
8 Op.oit. * 
9 !?, J. Hopkins, Rev. Sei, Xnst. 20, i*01 (191$) 

*p R, V. Pound and~«» '0.'Knight', Rev. Sol, Inst. 21, 219 (1950) 
** Martin 1. Packard, Rev, Sol, Inst. *9, U%5 0938) 
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fills paper contains a discussion of the techniques employed in 

the observation of proton magnetic resonance absorption and in addition 

doscribes a simple instrument capable of stabilising the magnetic field 

over a wide range of field strengths* -This instrument is more flexible 

than the one developed by Packard*^® 

A unique feature, of this instrument, is the probe which occu¬ 

pies a very small volume and provides its own. sweeping field*, fhe physi¬ 

cal dimensions are such that the probe can be used in a narrow gap annular 

magnet used for the determination of particle energies* 

fHEGSf 

In observing nuclear magnetic resonance, generally, an equilib¬ 

rium condition ie sot up* fhis steady state results from the competi¬ 

tion between an applied r-f magnetic field on one hand and on the other 

hand the effect of the interactions of the nuclear spin system* The r-f 

field tends to equalize the populations of the Zeeman levels and thus to 

demagnetize the system, while the interactions tend always to restore the 

system to thermal equilibrium as governed by the Boltzman distribution* 

If J~ is the total angular momentum operator for the nucleus, 
A/ 

then its square has the eigenvalues JdJ+l) Ji . fho states charac¬ 

teristic of the square of the total angular momentum are also characteris¬ 

tic of the energy* In the absence of a field, these states are Zd + t 

fold degenerate, which means that there are Z J+| wavs functions oorra- 

12 Martin E* Packard, Sev* Sci. Inst* 19, 1*35 (1938) 
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spending to the asm oharaotorietic Train© of tho energy* 

When tho spin system is immersed in a constant magnetic 

field, the 2JV1 fold degeneracy in tho energy is removed* Tho states 

are now separated from one another by a constant energy difference, ££> , 

which is proportional to the strength of the field# Transitions between 

those states allow the absorption (and reradiaiioa) of energy without 

exciting the nucleus or electronic structure* Frequencies corresponding 

to euoh transitions belong to the short wave region of the radio apac- 

trma, each transition carrying with it a small amount of energy* 

Fc = hx>. 

A perturbing field, of amplitude Zt% , applied at right angles 

to the steady field supplies the energy required to effect the desired 

transition* The absorption of energy from this perturbing field may bo 

observed if its angular frequency is of the order of the angular fre» 

quency of the forced Larmar precession# 

For the purpose of this discussion* a classical approach to the 

problem will be sufficient* We shall consider the behavior of the great 

number of nuclei contained in a macroscopic sample of matter and acted 

on by two external fields* a strong constant field and at right angles 

to it a comparatively weak r**f field* in order to simplify tho explana¬ 

tion of the principle * wo shall emit some of the complicating factors 

and assumes 

(1) Changes of orientation of eaoh nucleus are due solely 
to the presence of the external fields* 

(2) External fields are uniform throughout the sample* 
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The second assumption is not serious and can be satisfied by sufficient 

perfection of the experimental arrangement* The first assumption is very 

drastic, and the following conditions should be satisfied for its accept¬ 

ances 

(1) Atomic electrons do not cause appreciable field® to 
Set upon the nuclei* 

(2) Interactions between neighboring nuclei can be 
.neglected* . 

(5) Thermal agitation does not essentially affect the 
nuclei, i»e., relaxation time is long compared to the 
considered time intervals# , 

Accepting these assumptions, the discussion becomes comparatively simple# 

Ehreafest showed that if the probability distribution of the 

position of a particle is essentially localised in a small volume, the' 

average values of the coordinates will change in a manner very similar to 

the change of the precisely defined coordinates in the classical theory# 

In the special case of a system of particles subject to conservative 

forces, it is shorn in works on quantum mechanics that the connection 

between the average momentum of a particle and the rate of change of its 

average coordinate is rigorously the seme as in classical mechanics and 

that this relationship is subject to no restriction whatever*13 

Sew, if A denotes the resultant angular amentum per unit 

volume of a great number of nuclei contained in a macroscopic sample, we 

have for the torque 

<sM _ -y1 

7t -T a) 

13 w# V* Houston, Quantum Mechanics, p# &f 
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1st n represent the nuclear magnetisation, i#e*, the resultant nuclear 
ament per unit relume# Then the torque exerted on the auolei by a 

field H is given by 

T = Rx F (a) 

Sinoo the mgeetio moment f end the enguler momentum ? of each nuolouo 

are parallel or antiparallel to each other, TO have 

yUL - 'iS' o' (3) 

where is the gyroraagnetio ratio# By assigning V a positive or nega¬ 

tive value, TO inoludo both cases of yw- and a being parallel and opposite^ 

respeotively# In the case of a rotating positive charge, they are paral¬ 

lel. Then for the resulting quantities H and A , 

R* XA (b) 

From (I) and (2) 

~ S flxH (5) 

then __ 

= <6) 

Lot us suppose that a sample of material with non-vanishing 

nuclear moments is placed in an applied magnetic field consisting of two 

componentsJ a steady component of magnitude Ho oriented in the S 

direction and an oscillating component in the X, direction# 
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ftc ~ 2. ft cos ^ok 

il) 

How the oscillating component can be further decomposed into two oirouiarly 

polarised components in the X-i/ plane rotating in opposite directions 

about the 2 awls* Than the oscillating field can be represented by 

The sense of the rotation will be taken as negative or positive, depending 

upon Whether the sign of ft is positive or negative. Only one of the two 

oirouiarly polarised components, namely, that one rotating in the some 

sense as the free Larmor precession of the nuclear moment, is effective in 

disorienting the nuclear moment. The other will be completely ignored 

since this field has an insignificant effect averaged out over a large num¬ 

ber of lanaar periods# 

For our purposes, we are interested in s special solution of equa¬ 

tion (6) which can be obtained if we make the following assumptions! 

(8) 

(1) Both ft and ft, are constant and H, << ftd 

(2) CO of the r«f field is in the neighborhood of the 
resonance frequency, ido , given by 

COo - V/M, (9) 

repeating equation (6) 
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it follows immediately that is perpendicular to both ft and H * 
_ at 

Thus M does not change in magnitude but only in direction* Moreover 

there is a special solution for which the j? component of the mag¬ 

netisation* is likewise constant* Introducing the polar angle 6 , this 

solution can be written 

' Mx, ~ A? sm 9- cas tot 

1 My ~ +Ms»ne smufb (io) 

> A?fr 8 ft** * 

Rewriting (6) in terms of its components and substituting (10), we have 

— io ft tin 6 sin wb = v/,+ MHo **&*•*> * £ M**** Hi**n*dJ 

-iodine * \[+fa sindiA/j^esdJ 

K M)*" *°) S"1 0 = *■ fc £ 

t<3KJ 0 - 

*rM>+ 
(11) 

Thus we see that (6) is satisfied by (10) if & is constant and chosen 

such that (11) holds* The minus or plus sign depends on whether 'S is 

positive or negative respectively* 

If we let 

op 

t>Tl (12) 

denote the resonance field at frequency u) t l*o», that field H for which 

the Larmar frequency, 

coL - X 
> (135 
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is equal to the frequency <o of the oscillating field, -sc con write (11) 

in the form 

■&5uq 6 H, _ 

Hc-H* au) 

Equations (10) represent a solution for which the magnetisation 

rotates around the direction, i»e,, around the strong field in such 

a my that it lies at any instant in the common piano of this field and 

the effective rotating field (8)« the angle 6 between hia and the mag¬ 

netization follows from (li|.) to bo small, as long as Ht is appreciably 

larger than the resonance field /4 « the direction of starts to deviate 

notioeably from the 3- direction ae the difference becomes comparable 

or small compared to the magnitude H, of the effective rotating field. 

It is perpendicular to the & axis for H and for still further decreas¬ 

ing values of Ho turns toward the negative 2 direction, finally pointing 

in a direction opposite to Ha for ~H$ tft . 

Introducing the difference, 

co-t e - = S', (15) 

between the actual 2 field Ho Qnd its resonance value in toms of 

the magnitude of the effective rotating field (8) or the half amplitude 

of the actual oscillating field (7) in the X. direction, equations (10) 

may be rewritten , 

lx * M»!A 6 cos'd = Ozp*. „ 
ah> a****)11 • 



FIGURE I 
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thus v}Q have 

«* = A? - ■ «>*- 
G+ s’-)'*• 

Mi » * M V* 
1 Oyx),h- 

yit ~ M —£_ 
to-?-)"'' 

(16) 

this oloarly shows the inaroase of tho rotating component of upon 
u 

approaah to resonance, i»e«, at resonance Ho ~ tr and thus . 

In order to obtain an oaoilloscopio presentation of tho reso¬ 

nance absorption pattern of a nuclear spin system immersed in a magnstia 

field, it is necessary that undergoes a periodic variation* For 

constant ff, , variations of can take place through either of two pro¬ 

cedures* 

(1) Ho constant, Co slowly varied* i*e«, H slowly varied 

(2) 40 constant, Ha slowly varied 

Both procedures have been usedj however, tho second is accomplished more 

easily and therefore is generally preferred* 

In oontraat to the familiar atomic paramagnetism which estab¬ 

lishes itself almost immediately upon application of the magnetising 

field, thore is no assurance for the earns thing being true in the nuclear 

case* fhe time of establishment or relaxation time can bo expected to 

vary anywhere between fractions of a second and many hours, depending 

upon the nuclear moments, the electronic structure of the atoms in tho 

sample, their dlstanoe and their motion* If the natural relaxation 

time should turn out to be inconveniently long, the establishment of 
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thermal equilibrium can be greatly accelerated by the use of paramagnetic 

catalysts. 

For tho following purposes wo shall assume that the thermal 

equilibrium between the nuclear moments and their surrounding atoms has 

boon actually established in an external magnetic field of strength W 

Let T b© the equilibrium temperature and Yi the number of nuclei per 

unit volume, eaoh having a magnetic moment JJL and an angular momentum 

” Vt U7) 

From statistical mechanics we haw the nuclear paramagnetic suscepti¬ 

bility 

v. J±I_/2L£\ A *i Ur/ us) 

in which it is assumed that kT. This condition will alvmyo be very 

well satisfied, except for extraordinarily strong fields or exceedingly 

low temperatures. Substituting the values given by (5) and (17), equation 

(2L0 oan bo rewritten 

Y-. M Id*') /jVf A ikT\rf ■ as) 

In experimental practice, tho nuclei oocupy a small volume 

between the poles of a magnet so that the field of the magnet is homoge¬ 

neous over the sample. The oscillating field is produced by an r-f cur¬ 

rant passing through a wire wound about tho sample in suoh a way as to 

give the field a constant amplitude over the sample region. Let us now 
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conoids** the change in the r«f voltage across the coil due to nuolear 

resonance# The induction is given by 

BJC - (20) 

and if N turns of the coil surround a cross sectional area of the 

sample, we obtain for tho effective flux through tbs coil 

4 - 4-r/v/w*. - ?ifmM . (21) 

and for the induced voltage across the terminals of the coil 

\/ J_ (JAM io _^M_idb_ 
V="c </* “ C 

(22) 

whore the variation of has been considered slow enough so that its 

time derivative can be neglected compared to that of co5 cob. 

The amplitude of the svf voltago V evidently reaches a maxi¬ 

mum at resonance, i*e*, for S'O , so that here the * field, //«, has, 

according to (12) and (13), the value 

H„- -ft, - H* «» 
We shall now assume that the sample has boon in a field H,= H>/T for 

\ 

a time long enough that M has reached its thermal equilibrium value, 

corresponding to that field, and is given by 

(sM 
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If now H0 starts to decrease and if our previous assumptions, and 

particularly that of the constancy of M , remain valid, we can substi¬ 

tute this value into (22), thus obtaining 

\f= H£ <*)jr c o+sxyk (25) 

It is sufficient for the equilibrium fiold H to bo larger than the 

ji 
reeonanoe field H only by a small percentage, i«o», by several times 

the relatively weak field , in order that thermal equilibrium can be 

established under non-resonant conditions* If we assume this to be 

actually the ease., we can substitute in (25) the resonance value given by 

(23)• Then applying equation (19), we have finally 

v* k . 
(86) 

The tuned circuit, of which the coil containing the sample 

forms a part, will he assumed to have an unloaded quality factor <$a 

and an unloaded shunt conductance * The definition of Is given by 

_ «oY\f 
(87) 

where 

vv=^ar)#,lvi 
(88) 

is the energy stored in the tuned circuit, Vc is the effective volume of 
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tho coil and 

(29) 

is the power dissipated in the unloaded circuit* Thus 

(30) 

and substituting the value of V given by (26) we have 

f 
/V*wUG- ... 

c 

The C) , than* represents the ratio of the energy stored in the 

r-f field to the energy lost from the r-f field to the system of nuclear 

spins* The effect of tho nuclear resonance on the oirouit is to reduce 

the Q of the circuit from 0o to a value To obtain the largest sig¬ 

nal for detection with a circuit of a given Q * it is now apparent that 

tho addition of tho loss attributable to S~ should produce the largest 

possible change in the voltage across the tuned circuit* 

In the absorption method of observing nuolear magnetic reso¬ 

nance* the r-f field is generally produced in the coil by connecting 

it to an electronic oirouit that forms a two terminal negative resistance. 

In order to just sustain oscillation in the resonating circuit, the mag¬ 

nitude of the negative resistance must be just equal to the positive 

shunt resistance of the tuned circuit* Because of the curvature of the 

tubs characteristics is small for the small voltage swing when S~ o, the 

level of oscillation is sensitive to the small changes in shunt resistance 
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Resulting from passing through a nuclear resonance. Suoh variations in 

level are observed as variations in the amplified r-f voltage after 

reotification. Tho effective gain of the oircuit varies widely with, the 

operating level and is highest at the oscillation threshold. 

APPARATUS 

The apparatus consists of a probe, r-f oscillator and detector, 

a-f amplifier, discriminator, anti regulator together with their asso¬ 

ciated power supplies. In addition, an oscilloscope, to monitor the 

resonance signal, and a variable frequency standard, to cheek the pertur- 

bational frequency, are included. 

In order to know that the observed amplifier output is caused 

by nuclear moments and not by an unknown cause, it is essential that the 

signal due to nuclear moments be varied or modulated in some known and 

controllable manner in which case outputs are real or spurious according 

as they do or do not correspond to the known modulation. Accordingly the 

steady magnetic field is modulated, at a 60 cycle rate, by sweeping coils 

mounted coaxially with the steady field direction# 

presentation of the resonance signal is made on a cathode ray 

oscilloscope with the horizontal plates giving a deflection proportional 

to the variation in E and the vortical plates giving a deflection pro¬ 

portional to the signal which in turn depends on the x component of the 

nuclear magnetisation# Thus one observes on the screen a plot of *« 

versus H, tho center of the trace corresponding to H0, 

The proton magnetic resonance signal beats against the sweep 

voltage in the discriminator, producing a d.o, frequency-difference volt- 
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ago* The value of tho d#c* voltage is a linear funotion of the amplitude 

of the signal, and the sign is determined by the relative phase of the 

sweep voltage and the signal* this voltage is proportional to the deri¬ 

vative of the absorption curve* Thus the disariminatioir converts the 

resonanoo signal into a usable d#e* voltage suitable for operating a 

regulator* fhe regulator is of the degenerative type and ohangos the 

current throng the magnet in order to maintain the relationship 

E0 ■** S* 

We my summarise by giving* in figure 2» a block diagram of the 

complete apparatus# 

The sample coil and sweeping coils are incorporated in a pill- 

box-shaped probe which fits into the gap of the magnet# In turn* the 

probe plugs into a small aluminum chaais containing the 6A&5 regenerative 

detector together with the tuning condenser and r®generation control# 

Both these controls are driven by geared verniers designed for minimum 
') . 

back-lash# flic variable capacitor is of the straight line frequency type# 

and the plates are triple spaced# All fixed capacitors arc sero tempera¬ 

ture coefficient commies or ^silver micas#” Connections to the rest of 

the apparatus are made throng short lengths of coaxial cable running 

from omphonol sockets mounted on the r-f chaais* deferring to figure J, 

Pi is the r-f input from a variable frequency standard, Pg is the input 
/Al^OT* 

from a 6 volt d*o» filament supply, while Pj is the audio output*———■ 

The absorption signal is fed directly into a conventional three 

stage audio amplifier, and from there to the vertical amplifier of the 

monitoring osoilloscope and the buffer stage proceeding the discrimi¬ 

nator# This stage consists of a cathode follower and its function is to 
isolate the discriminator from the audio amplifier* 
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For convenience a sweep frequency of 60 oyoles Is used. The 

sweeping current is obtained From a 6*5 -volt filament transformer*, and 

the sweep amplitude is controlled by a variao in tho primary circuit of 

this transformer* Connections are made from the secondary to the sweep 

coils on the probe and the horizontal monitoring scope* In addition* the 

same signal is applied across the primary of an audio transformer vdth a 

1:1 ratio between the primary and secondary windings* Deferring to 

figure ii, the secondary of the audio transformer, together with tho 100 K 

potentiometer and 0*25 ufd capacitor, comprises a phase adjustment circuit* 

The output of the 6J5 sweep inverter is fed into the sweep section of the 

discriminator. 

The discriminator used in this apparatus consists of a 6SII7 

with plates in parallel, cathodes la parallel, and the sweep and reso¬ 

nance signal are applied to the two grids. The condenser across the 

plate load resistors filters out the 60 cycle so that only a d.o* voltage 

is left. This voltage will be positive or negative with respect to the 

zero signal voltage, depending on whether tho magnetic field is below or 

above resonance. The 500 ohm potentiometer in the plate olrcuit serves as 

a bias vernier for the regulator stage. 

The regulator consists of six 6L6’O connected in parallel. A 

separate 500 volt power supply furnishes the plate current, and the output 

is t^IcenSfromjthe ce^iode* The d.o* signal from the discriminator is 

applied to the grids of the regulator through a 160 volt bias battery. 

Various taps, on a voltage divider across the battory, are ohosen by a 

rotary sole at or switoh so that the regulator is properly biased. 
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The output of the regulator is used to supplement tho current 

supplied the magnet from a d.c. generator* Examination of the regulator 

circuit reveals that* in Itself* the regulator stage provides a small 

amount of stabilisation for line voltage changes# Assuming a zero signal 

condition, the grids are held essentially constant* Then an increase 

in the voltage drop across the magnet causes a decrease in tho grid to 

cathode bias, and so decreasing the amount of error current supplied to 

tho magnet* 

The probes are approximately two inches in diameter overall and 

inch in height* Tho r-f coils, consisting of 11, 22, 31 and U6 turns 

of number 19 enameled copper wire, are wound on the outside of f- mm 

glass tubes, 7 in diameter and 2*5 cm In length* Tho tubes are filled 

with water and sealed with a layer of duco cement directly in contact 

with the water. For a better signal to noise ratio, a snail amount of 

manganous sulfate is added to the water, A 
n0n shaped luoite block sup¬ 

ports the glass tube, and the ends of the ”0® are rounded to fit the 

curvature of tho !§■ inch brass tubing forming the walls of tho probe. 

One end of the r-f coil is soldered to the brass tubing, while the other 

end passes coaxially through a short length of inch brass tubing to 

the amphenol plug* 

This apparatus is used to control the magnetic fields produced 

by an annular magnet for tbs determination of particle energies. Conse¬ 

quently, sweep fields can not be obtained by 60 cycle coils on the polo 

pieces. The sweeping coils eaoh consist of ho turns of 7 strand, number 35, 

B*S*G*, copper wire. These are wound on the outside of the probe shield. 

Turns are held in place by collodion* A luoite ring is used to separate 
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the coils« fop and bottom lids consist of 0*004 inch brass shim stock* 

One lid is soldered to the shield* while the other is held In place by 

spring clips* 

The power supplies are of conventional type# fhe JOO volt 

supply is well regulated by the usual high gain degenerative type 

regulator# The 500 wit supply consists of four 85* s in a full wave 

bridge* followed by a single if filter* 

OPE%TIGH 

: For a given processional frequency, the value of the field 

. strength is given by the well-known equation 

H * 254*0 % J32) 

where H is the magnetic field strength in gauss* and is the humor 

frequency in megacycles per second* (fhe protean gyromagaetio ratio used 

is the absolute value quoted by Thomas et al#*4) 

fe stabilise a magnetic field at a given field strength, one 

can obtain the value of the lamer frequency from equation (32)* fhe 

variable frequency standard is set at this frequency and the tuning 

capacitor of the r~f oscillator adjusted to present a Lissajous pattern 

on the monitor scope* Mils pattern is the result of the heterodyning 

action of the r-f oscillator and the frequency standard# Then the 

regeneration is decreased until oscillations are just maintained*. This 

point is indicated by a noticeable increase in the amplitude of the 

14 (2*6752 + 0,0002) X io4 rad* per see* gauss 
fhomas* Driscoll and Hippie, Fhys* lev* 75* 902* (1949) 
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Idssajous pattern. Heart the oscillator is tuned for soro boat, determined 

by the linear base line on the scope* Tha regulator bias is then adjusted 

so that the regulator is supplying approximately 250 ma of ourront to the 

magnet* Then the current delivered by the generator is changed until 

the resonance curve appears on the monitor, Regulation is indicated by 

a decrease in supplementary current for an increase in lino voltage or 

vice versa, meanwhile, the position of the resonance curve remaining 

constant on the scope base line* 

The horisontal width of the ostoilloeoepe trace is just the 

sweeping amplitude in gauss* For moat purposes, a sweep width of 5 gauss 

is very satisfactory. For more precise stabilisation of field strength, 

the sweep amplitude can bo decreased# 

The horisontal width of the absorption curve is an indicator 

of the field homogoniety. Thus the instrument con bo used to ascertain 

the most homogenious regions of the field produced by a given magnet* 

C01TCLTJSI0H 

In comparing the various methods of obtaining nuolear reso¬ 

nance signals, it seems that the method described in this paper achieves 

very closely the ultimate sensitivity, determined by thermal agitation 

noise in the resonant circuit, consistent with its band width. The 

advantage of this teohnlque over the bridge or nuclear induction tech¬ 

niques is the extreme simplicity of the apparatus involved and the ease 

with which adjustments aan be made* lo changes in the circuits are neces¬ 

sary to observe resonances for flelcLstrengths varying from a few hundred 

gauss to 20 kilogspsg*....- There are-'two limitations to the accuracy - ' 
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obtainable in waking absolute measurement of the field strengths* The 

accuracy depends on the precise determination of the frequency and the 

value of the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton* The former is almost 

negligible since one can easily measure the frequency to one part in one 

million* The latter is mom serious, however, but at the present time 

one can obtain an accuracy of better than + 0.02 per cent* 

It should also be noted here that the field must be homogeneous 

to one part in one thousand over the volume of the sample if the reso¬ 

nance is to be observed* Moreover the power supply for the oscillator 

must be extremely stable* Hippie amounting to mere than on© millivolt 

is intolerable* 

Sinoe the technique described is sensitive only to the absorp¬ 

tion phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance, this method is particu¬ 

larly applicable to the study of the nature of spin-lattice interactions* 



Figur# 8 

Oscilloscope f'ace of photon magnetic ’•asonanoa absorption 

s i8 mo, A H0 ■ gauss 
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DISCRIMINATOR OUTPUT 
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